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SCENE 1
SKY

It’s a typical day as we fade in on the sun in the sky and 
PAN DOWN to the home of CING and KUS. There’s a POSTAL VAN 
that just about drives away from the house. We can see KUS 
walking towards the house.

CUT TO:

SCENE 2
HOME - INT.

KUS closes the door. CING is on his chair facing a TV and 
playing something that looks like a PS3.

CING
Was that the mail-man?

KUS
Yeah, I got a postcard from my 
uncle.

Cing stops playing and turns to Kus.

CING
Do people still send post-cards? 
Who’s it from again?

KUS
My uncle. All it says is “Urgent! 
Need help now.”

SCENE 3
ON CING AND PAN ACROSS

Cing gets off his chair and grabs the post-card from Kus to 
look at it. 

CING
Which uncle is this?

KUS
The one who goes on adventures to 
find rare special things.

Cing thinks on it a moment and is puzzled.

CING
Isn’t this that the uncle who 
died looking for... 

(dramatically)
The Golden Tiger’s Eyes in 
Dragon’s Claw Durian,

(back to normal)
Huh?



KUS
Oh, yeah, he got crushed by the 
giant rolling stone durian.

CING
And...?

KUS
He got better.

Cing is flummoxed. 

CING
O-kay, so, road trip?

KUS
Road trip...

TOGETHER
(excitedly)

ROAD TRIP!!!!

CUT TO:

SCENE 4
ROAD

Van starts up and they’re off. We have some catchy music 
and Van is boogie-ing along on the road.

CUT TO:

SCENE 5
FOREST

We have a nice forest scene with a hill in the back-ground. 
There’s a nice little shack in the foreground all by itself 
and there is barely a wooden fence marking out the area. We 
can see VAN pulling up to the shack and the stopping / 
parking.

We can see CING and KUS getting out of Van and then walking 
over to the shack.

CING
Your uncle lives all the way out 
here?

KUS
He likes to stay close to his 
adventuring ways, mon
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SCENE 6
CLOSER ON THE SHACK

CING
Did he keep some of those stuff 
that he found?

KUS
You don’t go asking him for 
nothing, you know?

Kus knocks on the shack’s door.

There’s a beat as Cing and Kus just stand there, waiting a 
moment.

The door opens and we see Kus’ adventuring uncle, SANADAKAN 
TIK, looking pretty old and pretty grumpy, dressed in some 
kind of singlet and sarong.

KUS (CONT’D)
Hey there, Uncle Tik, how’s it 
hanging?

TIK
You got the post-card, didn’t  
you? Well, it’s about time that 
thing got to you given that I 
mailed it off a day ago.

KUS
You do have a phone, Uncle Tik.

TIK
That’s one of those new-fangled 
communications devices that just 
not reliable enough to get urgent 
message through, is it? Why don’t 
you two come on in before we just 
drop to pieces out here and can’t 
do anything that I need you to 
do.

Tik turns back into the shack closely followed by Kus and 
Cing.

CING
(quietly to Kus)

He talks in really long 
sentences, doesn’t he...

CUT TO:
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SCENE 7
SHACK - INT.

Tik walks further in, Cing and Kus are close behind. Cing 
closes the door.

KUS
(quietly to Cing)

That he does, mon.
(normal)

So, what is it you need us to do, 
Uncle Tik?

Tik walks off screen and back on screen immediately with 
completely changed clothes, his usual adventuring clothes. 
He’s also hauling two extra back-packs which he tosses 
casually at Cing and Kus who catch them.

SCENE 8
ON CING

Cing is disgusted by the one he’s got.

CING
Ew... this stinks. It must be 
yours.

SCENE 9
CING AND KUS - TWO-SHOT AS TIK IS WALKING BY

Cing tosses it to Kus who then tosses the back-pack he has 
to Kus. (note: these are supposed to be empty, but neither 
Cing nor Kus check the bags or even look in them, they just 
put them on. So don’t draw big stuffed bags.)

TIK
We are heading out into the 
forest and I need your help to 
collect The Fiery Ruby Eye Of The 
Raging Ferocious Kancil.

KUS
The Fire Ruby Eye of what?

CING
A Ruby?

TIK
The Fiery Ruby Eye Of The Raging 
Ferocious Kancil is a particular 
gem with a mysterious mystical 
power which has a power that is 
mystical which is a mystery.

Tik just walks past them without really stopping.
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TIK (CONT’D)
Now you should really keep up or 
are you young whipper-snappers 
aren’t able to keep up with an 
old man who’s till as fit as a 
fiddle?

Tik opens the door and just continues walking.

CING
So what exactly are we doing?

KUS
I think we just follow him.

They shrug and then follow Tik out the door.

CUT TO:

SCENE 10
FOREST

Tik is setting the pace as they trek through the forest. 
Cing and Kus already look like their struggling to keep up.

KUS
Just what is up with this Fiery 
Ruby of the Fury Kancil?

TIK
It was several years ago when I 
first started out to search for 
The Fiery Ruby Eye Of The Raging 
Ferocious Kancil when I first 
heard about it.

As he starts talking the image starts to do a... 

WAVE FADE TO

SCENE 11
JUNGLE

...the three of them walking in the forest fade to just Tik 
walking in the forest but years ago so it looks like a 
jungle. He looks like he’s in the prime of his life.

TIK
(voice over)

I had first heard about it from a 
colleague 

(an image pops up on 
screen above Young Tik)

who had learnt it from his cousin
(the image changes to a 
similar looking cousin)
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who found out about it from some 
native 

(the image changes to a 
similar looking native)

who read it off the bottom of a 
discarded cracker box 

(the image changes to a 
discarded cardboard 
box)

he found in the jungle.

SCENE 12
ON YOUNG TIK

We see Tik using a parang to cut through the jungle.

TIK
(voice-over)

It should have been a simple trek 
to the location, but of course, 
it was trek that was fraught with 
danger.

Tik suddenly drops out of view (he falls into a trap).

YOUNG TIK
(starts loud but fades 
away)

Wah-hoo-hoo-hoo

CUT TO:

SCENE 13
JUNGLE - ON TIK

Tik is back at hacking his way through the jungle again. 
He’s looking a little worse, like parts of his jacket is 
torn and his hat is crumpled a little.

TIK
(voice over)

There was danger everywhere and 
it came in all sorts of shapes, 
sizes and forms that no one could 
ever foresee.

Tik suddenly gets yanked upwards and out of view. Then we 
see his hat bouncing just out of the top of the screen.

YOUNG TIK
(as he’s bouncing)

Whoa-whoa-whoa-whoa.

CUT TO:
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SCENE 14
JUNGLE - ON TIK

Tik is hacking his way through the jungle again, his 
clothes are a bigger mess and his hat is even more crumpled 
(He landed on it). he’s also now covered with some of the 
foliage.

TIK
(voice over)

But I braved each danger as it 
reared its ugly head and not once 
did it deter me from my quest to 
discover The Fiery Ruby Eye Of 
The Raging Ferocious Kancil.

The Tik on-screen suddenly stops and turns to the camera.

YOUNG TIK
I did think about turning around. 
That last dangly trap was a bit 
much.

TIK
(voice over)

You don’t get to talk because I’m 
talking so you have to go do what 
I did all those years ago so that 
people can see what I did by 
seeing you doing it.

The Tik looks up at first on hearing the narration and the 
back to the camera, shrugs his shoulders and continues 
hacking away at the jungle, following the narrative. The 
Camera PANS ALONG.

TIK (CONT’D)
(voice over)

So there I was using my trusted 
parang to clear the way through 
the thick foliage that hampered 
my every step as I moved towards 
my destiny.

Young Tik rolls his eyes at the verbosity.

YOUNG TIK
(muttering quietly)

I can’t believe I’m going to be 
so long-winded.

One more slash at a bush, it splits and there is a native 
that looks like Cing, with native clothing and a spear.
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TIK
(voice over)

I did stumble across a native to 
whom I tried to explain my quest 
and then tried to get the native 
to help.

Young Tik starts talking to the native looking Cing. Young 
tik is waving his arms around animatedly while the Native 
Cing is standing still with a blank look on his face.

Then Young Tik stops a moment the while waving his spear...

NATIVE CING
Ching Um-Bo Ching Walla Walla

He puts his spear down with a thump on the ground and it 
gives off a little “Ding-Dong.”

SWIVEL FRAME

SCENE 15
JUNGLE - WIDE

Now the Native Cing is leading the way with the Young Tik 
following behind.

TIK
(voice over)

When my native guide secured, we 
moved on towards The Valley of 
Infinitely Hairy Rambutans...

As Tik narrates, Young Tik and the Native Cing reach the 
valley. 

SCENE 16
RAMBUTAN VALLEY - OVERHEAD AND WIDE

We can see the whole valley of Rambutan trees with bright 
red and yellow rambutans hanging from the trees.

TIK
(voice over)

... in which the lair of the 
savagely ferocious guardian of 
The Fiery Ruby Eye Of The Raging 
Ferocious Kancil lay.

When Tik finishes referring to the savagely ferocious 
guardian, we hear a fearsome roar coming out of the valley.
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SCENE 17
ON TIK AND THE NATIVE

The two explorers stop a moment to consider the mighty 
roar. Native Cing turns to Tik.

NATIVE CING
(waving his spear)

Um Um doom wargh ugoo walla walla

He thumps his spear on the ground, and it gives off a 
little “Ding-Dong” again.

They proceed forward into the valley.

TIK
(voice-over)

The mighty roar was befitting of 
one mighty beast that would seem 
ferocious and savage worthy of 
protecting such a valuable prize.

CUT TO:

SCENE 18
RAMBUTAN VALLEY

Young Tik is hiding a little behind the Native Cing as they 
carefully approach the camera.

TIK
(voice-over)

Once we were in the valley 
surrounded by the colorful 
rambutans of red and yellow, we 
moved forward with trepidation of 
what we would face, and sure 
enough we were face to face with 
the mighty beast.

We see what looks like horns emerging at the bottom of the 
screen. Young Tik and Native Cing react in horror at what 
they’re looking....

... and then they’re looking curiously down, not quite so 
afraid but rather really curious about what they’re looking 
at.

We turn the camera and see...

SCENE 19

...a nice friendly looking tiny little kancil, with big red 
glowing fiery eyes (the horns were its pointed ears).
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KUS
(voice over)

You’re joking, uncle mon. Kancils 
are nice sweet cute little 
creatures.

CING
(voice-over)

Yeah, I’ve seen them at the zoo. 
They’re so docile and tame 
looking.

SCENE 20
RAMBUTAN VALLEY - CLEARING

The angry looking kancil leaps at the Native Cing, and 
there is a dust cloud that goes up with the scuffle.

TIK
(voice-over)

Yes, yes, that is what everyone 
thinks they know about kancils 
because no one has actually seen 
an angry one and lived to tell 
the tale.

SCENE 21
IN THE DUST CLOUD

Over the last bit of narration we see...

- the kancil ramming his head into the native Cing stomach.

- the native Cing whacking back at the kancil with his 
spear.

- the kancil doing a kung-fu flying kick into Native Cing’s 
face.

- Native Cing biting down on kancil’s leg.

- kancil treating native Cing’s head like a punching ball.

CUT TO:

SCENE 22
RAMBUTAN VALLEY - CLEARING

Young Tik backs up from the big fight going on in front of 
him (which is just a big dust cloud again) and the looks up 
to the camera.

YOUNG TIK
Oh, screw this! I’m just a fill-
in for this flashback.
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He edges away to the side of the screen before dashing off.

SCENE 23
JUNGLE / RAMBUTAN VALLEY

The camera follows him as he runs through the jungle until 
he passes our trio still hiking through, then the camera 
settles on them and follows them in their direction. They 
don’t seem to notice the Young Tik running through.

TIK
Because that brave native 
defended me by fighting with that 
savagely ferocious kancil to the 
death, his dying wish was for me 
to take care of his son. I knew I 
wasn’t fully capable of looking 
after a kid on my own so I found 
a nice family to help look after 
that child.

They reach the place where the kancil and the native were 
fighting... or are still fighting actually.

Tik, Kus and Cing suddenly stop in their tracks when they 
come across the Native Cing and savage kancil are in mid-
fight pose. The two groups are looking at each other for a 
beat.

The kancil and native suddenly stand upright next to each 
other, dust themselves off and then the kancil takes off 
his head to reveal SIFU MONKEY who has been wearing a 
kancil suit (that’s why he can do the kung-fu moves). The 
two then very politely and uprightly walk off to the 
nearest screen side. Tik clears his throat and then 
proceeds to move forward again.

CING
So what does this Fiery Ruby Eye 
Of The Raging Ferocious Kancil 
look like?

TIK
It’s a ruby about the size of a 
rambutan.

KUS
And we’re in a rambutan grove 
with lots of red rambutans in the 
tress and on the ground.

TIK
Oh, don’t worry. I know exactly 
where The Fiery Ruby Eye Of The 
Raging Ferocious Kancil is 
supposed to be because it should 
be where I left it.
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Cing and Kus stop in their tracks and look at each other.

CING
You already know where you left 
it?

KUS
So what do you need us for, mon?

CING
Why didn’t you take it last time?

TIK
Well, it’s called The Fiery Ruby 
Eye Of The Raging Ferocious 
Kancil because it actually was a 
Fiery Ruby Eye Of The Raging 
Ferocious Kancil.

KUS
So we’re looking for a skull.

Cing points to the ground.

CING
Like that one?

SCENE 24

We see the skull of a kancil that has a large red ruby in 
it’s eye socket.

TIK
Right where it dropped dead after 
the fight all those years ago.

SCENE 25
ON CING AND KUS

Cing looks over to Kus.

CING
I think that’s his shortest 
sentence so far.

SCENE 26
ON TIK

Tik pulls out a rather large looking knife and then bends 
over the skull. When he comes up again, he’s holding the 
ruby up high.
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TIK
Behold and amaze in wonder at The 
Fiery Ruby Eye Of The Raging 
Ferocious Kancil which has the 
mystical power to bestow it’s 
owner with the gift of... 
SATISFACTION.

SCENE 27
RAMBUTAN VALLEY - CLEARING, WIDE

Cing and Kus look at it as it glistens and sparkles in the 
sunlight to the tune of the Rolling Stone’s “Satisfaction”.

TOGETHER
Ooooooooh.....

CING
It’s pretty.

KUS
Awsom-ation.

Tik then puts the ruby away in his jacket.

SCENE 28
ON KUS

KUS
But... but.., Uncle Tik.... Why 
did you send a post-card saying 
“Urgent! Need Help Now”?

SCENE 29
ON TIK - MEDIUM WITH THE RAMBUTAN TREES BEHIND HIM

TIK
>tsk< >tsk< >tsk< Why do you 
think I gave you two those two 
large empty back-packs for? Just 
look round you, at where you are 
and ask yourself, “Who’s going to 
carry all these delicious 
rambutans that give the gift of 
longevity back?”

SCENE 30
RAMBUTAN VALLEY - CLEARING - MEDIUM

Cing and Kus look around and realise that there are really 
a lot of extremely hairy rambutans all over the place.
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TOGETHER
(happily)

RAMBUTANS!!!!!

The quickly proceed to move around the grove picking the 
rambutans (some from the ground, some from the trees) and 
stuffing them into the bags as the camera pulls back.

CING
You, know... It’s nice that for 
once, nothing really bad happens 
to either of us and we get all 
these rambutans.

KUS
One more very verbose sentence 
like that and you’re beginning to 
sound like my very long-winded 
uncle.

FADE TO BLACK.

~END~
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